Readers of WORDWAYS may obtain books listed below at the ridiculously low price of $1.00 each. Many of you paid much more for some of the titles. For the contest-minded, these are excellent bargains. Books are new and unused. A minimum order of $300 is required. A regular price list of our complete line will be sent on request. Then, you will realize what a bargain you will be receiving.

NATIONAL LIBRARY PUBLICATION, Box 73, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11234

6 Letter Words, alphabetically arranged, based on NI 2.
7 Letter Words.
8 Letter Words.
2 to 8 Letter Words, alphabetically, based on 75c N. P. D.
2, 3, 4 Letter Words, positional, based on 75c N. P. D.
5 Letter Positional, based on 75c N. P. D.
6 Letter Positional, based on 75c N. P. D.
Bold Italic Words, based on NI 2. Different from regular vocabulary entries.
SCOOP, world's largest collection of past winning tricky crossword clues and the winning words preceding each clue.

Out of Place Words. A single sheet containing words not in regular alphabetical order in NI 2.

Words From Reference Section of Historical Edition of First Printing of NI 2.
2,000 Winning Slogans in a strict alphabetical order.

Words-Within-Words. Based on Pocket Dictionary. Has words like this:

eastern
eastern
easter
east, etc., etc.

Bible in Pictures. Has 72 contest Bible pictures and correct verses.

Bible Categories. Lists of kings, queens, princes, princesses, priests, rivers, cities, mountains, animals, etc., etc. None like it.

The Unscrambler. Actually unscrambles words from New Pocket Dictionary, but is really based on the old edition.

Encyclopedia of Illustrable Nouns. Based on old Pocket Dictionary. It is really a book of synonyms. Many unusual words are included.

Animal Reference Book. Contains over 6,500 names of animals, alphabetized.


How To Solve Cartoon Puzzles. Written by an expert at this game.

Fish Synonym Book. Shows the other names of common fishes.

3,000 Classified Pictures. Really, this is picture section of NI 1. Helpful.

Pop Stars. Hundreds of pictures of singers, actors, emcees, etc.

Book of Plants. Flowers, etc., to help in picture puzzle contests.

Termination Dictionary. Scarce words arranged by FINAL letters of words and Long Words. From 15 to 27 letters long. Based on NI 2.

Criss-Cross Dictionary. Synonyms of SAME LENGTH taken from Pocket Dict.

Contestant's Rhyming Dictionary. Helpful in all writing contests.

Ghostwriter's Handbook. You see two ghostwriters actually spin entries right before your eyes, reducing 52 words to a sparkling 25 words.

How To Solve Treasure Island Puzzles. Has many unusual features.

Famous Faces. Hundreds of pictures, names, stories. Useful in many ways.

Marion Starr's Synonyms. Based on NI 2. Useful in all types of contests.

500 GREAT AMERICANS. Over 300 pictures. Useful in many ways.

British tricky crossword winning words and clues. Very scarce book.

Irregular and unusual plurals. Based on NI 2 and Funk & Wagnalls Standard Encyclopedia of Mythology. Retail price is $15.95.


Picture Dictionary, Vol. 3. Used by editors and puzzle winners.

Giant Picture Collection of Movie Stars. Over 2,000. Helpful.

COLORS. Listed by length, alphabetically, by color index, etc.

Contestant's Book of Charts. Intended to help in many kinds of puzzles.

2 to 8 Letters. Words from Webster's Collegiate.

High Score Words. Arranged by number of repeated letters. Based on N.P.D.